DISCOVER the new www.LEGO.com

ADVENTURE FUN

Be a pro!
Build a model that looks as though a professional LEGO® Model Designer created it. This statue is in fact over 80 cm high!

Build your own LEGO Mosaic!
The Brick-o-Lizer takes your pictures and turns them into LEGO Mosaic pictures made from LEGO bricks!
TIPS & TRICKS

PRODUCTS

FACTS

CLUB

Sign up for the LEGO Club online to get VIP access to special areas of LEGO.com, and to create your own LEGO Web page! Club members also get sneak previews of fun online stuff before everyone else!

EXCITING WEB PAGES

LEGO.COM

Keep an eye out for the LEGO.com icon throughout the catalogue. It’ll show you where to find special online features such as games, building instructions, screen savers, adventures and much more...

Read the best articles from LEGO World Club Magazine!
Children are curious, creative and imaginative. They embrace discovery and wonder. They are natural learners. These are precious qualities that should be nurtured and stimulated throughout life.

Lifelong creativity, imagination and learning are stimulated by playful activities that encourage hands-on and minds-on creation, fun, togetherness, and the sharing of ideas.

People who have a childlike urge to learn are thus best equipped to thrive in a challenging and changing world, and to become the builders of the future. That’s why we have made it our mission to nurture the child in each of us. And we’ll do this by providing quality products and experiences that stimulate creativity, imagination, fun and learning.
MAKE LEARNING PLAYFUL

Imagine that you are that little person about to get out there and meet the world for the very first time! To experience sound and light, shapes and colours, voices and silence; to sense and understand, stand and walk, communicate and act, be yourself and be with other people - yes, to learn all the fundamental skills you will use the rest of your life...

Wouldn’t it be nice if someone understood that you could use a little help and inspiration along the way? Someone who really knew what you were up against.

Someone who worked hard to find the best ways to make learning playful?
Hi! I want to see, listen,

Your new baby will love gazing at the friendly faces and warm colours. Later, there's the fun of testing itchy gums on the smooth pieces, and shaking them to hear the rattling noises. Ideal for the cot, car and pram.

2514 Activity Friends
From birth

2973 Musical Apple
From birth

Simply press the worm to start the music. As they grow, babies have great fun rocking and rolling the apple across the floor and placing the funny green rattle on the worm's head. Later, the funny way the apple moves and the music it plays will combine to encourage your child's first movements.
touch, grasp it all...

Nourish those tender senses
All five senses are ready for use from the moment your baby is born — if not before. And your loving care, smiles and affection bring them on in the most natural way. But you can give your baby’s earliest sensory experiences extra nourishment through cheerful colours and patterns, soft shapes and materials, gentle, rhythmic music, and with toys created to develop just as rapidly as your baby.

NEW FROM JUNE

Touching! Grasping! Playing peek-a-boo! Thanks to the many colours, the mirror, the rattle, and the different textures and patterns, there are lots of possibilities here for fun and challenging investigation. Hang in the crib or the car, or spread on the floor. When folded as a triangle, the mirror stands up and encourages your baby to rise up to see his or her reflection.

3169 Crib and Mirror Adventure
From birth.

LEGO.com
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A wonderful companion for your baby during teething. Designed to soothe itching gums, your baby will also enjoy staring at and playing with this colourful, smiley-faced teether.

3173 Caterpillar Teether
From 3 months.

Your baby will love gazing at the happy face and soothing sore gums on the soft and hard textures.

3212 Star Teether
From 3 months.

Strap this friendly creature to your baby’s wrist and watch as it absorbs his or her attention. Also straps onto the crib, stroller or car seat.

3172 Soft Frog Rattle
From 3 months.

Watch out! I’ll squeeze you!
Only the very best for baby
Slowly but surely your baby will get better and better at controlling movements, and reaching out for life and all the excitement it has to offer. Objects close by just ask to be touched, squeezed, investigated, turned and twisted, or crammed into your baby's mouth to ease those tender gums. So your baby's toys must be hard and soft, colourful and flexible in order to stimulate movements - which your baby's getting more and more proficient at controlling every day!

Play hide and seek: surprise your baby by flipping between the black & yellow bee and the black & red ladybird. Your baby will also enjoy gazing at, shaking, and grasping the crinkly wings of this soft toy. 3235 Soft Ladybird and Bee From 3 months.
Stimulate early hands-on, minds-on experience

Things are really taking off. Baby can tell the difference between frogs and flies, trains and towers, yes and no – and can move around and investigate. And your baby can use both hands to make things happen and get to grip with what’s up and what’s down, what fits together and what doesn’t. Trial and error is very important now – and baby needs toys that will challenge him or her to try out new combinations, seek new solutions, and draw new conclusions. Learn to put two and two together …

Firstly, the elements are fun to chew on, and then, as co-ordination improves, babies explore putting the pieces together, making the vehicle roll, and rocking the seesaw. Simple, first play activities that build confidence. 2589 Timmy on Tour From 6 months

Fascinating to hold and roll for both you and your baby. Fun faces and stimulating patterns and designs pop up with every turn. Soon your baby will be eagerly crawling after this fun-filled toy! 3236 Roll ‘n’ Play From 6 months.

It’s fun to put the cars together, toot the horn, and push the train round and round! 2974 Play Train From 6 months.

Promote early discoveries about how things work. The many elements satisfy your baby’s growing curiosity as co-ordination and basic motor skills are acquired. 2591 Happy Explorers From 6 months

Plump, clucking hen with her chick carefully hidden inside her tummy. There are dozens of creative ways to mix and stack the brightly coloured elements made of fun-to-touch materials. Includes bell, teether, rattle, and chirping chick. A mirror in the base provides hours of stimulation and amusement. 3161 Soft Stacking Hen From 6 months.

Watch them wobble as they scoot across the floor. Start by simply rolling the bug backwards and then releasing it towards your baby. Eventually, their fascination with action and reaction will have children setting it off without your help! 2524 My Racing Bugs From 6 months

Propeller spins. Wheels turn. Imagination soars! 3160 Play Plane From 6 months.
Look! I did it!!
I put two together!!!
Oops! What happened? How did you do?
Encourage your insatiable natural learner
Your child is no longer a small baby – your child is ready to learn how to stand up and walk, think, and talk. Your child learns from anything and anyone. Your child absorbs impressions and expressions at lightning speed from you and other carers, brothers, sisters, and other toddlers. Your child is beginning to understand similarities and differences, matching and sorting, action and reaction. So why not give your child tools that will stimulate inborn curiosity and the desire to learn new skills and abilities?

It turns from a convenient place to store the LEGO elements and building place that come with it into a handy support when your baby develops the urge to stand and walk. Stable design that won't tip over.

2010 Toddler Truck
From 9 months
I’ll do it my way ...

Help creativity get the better of your child
Give your child the chance to experiment over and over again, stacking things up and pulling them down, putting things together and taking them apart, playing and learning about the way objects can be transformed. Give your child toys that don’t impose limitations but encourage to express individual ideas and perceptions, train motor skills and stimulate imagination. Give your child the best construction toy available to encourage child-driven learning through creativity and fun!

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.
2242 Brick Time From 18 months

The ideal foundation for every toddler’s wildest dreams.
2304 Building Plate From 1 1/2 year

The cute car makes two different sounds. Your toddler will love building and using this simple track. It’s great fun to drive the car round and round the track and to open the bridge to let the boat pass. Extend the fun by combining with other LEGO DUPLO bricks and mini-figures.
3267 Brick Runner From 2 years.

Girls especially love to act out family-based stories like feeding, walking and comforting a baby. Encourage even more new stories by combining with the LEGO DUPLO Playhouse (2942).

1403 Racing Leopard From 18 months.
1404 Racing Tiger From 18 months.
1405 Racing Lion From 18 months.
1406 Nursing the Baby From 18 months.
1407 Cooking with Mummy From 18 months.
1408 Walking the Dog with Daddy From 18 months.
Your toddler will enjoy the challenge of assembling crazy creations using bendable tubes and colourful bricks. A great introduction to action and reaction, the funny-faced characters inspire your child to experiment in how differently shaped and weighted objects travel through the tubes. Oops … there goes that smiley-faced blue ball again!

3266 Tubes - Experiment, Examine and Learn
From 2 years.
Mr. Conductor, can...
I take a ride on your train?

Creating universes for role-play
Building familiar things from real life is fun — and so is playing together. Having a part to play is also great: being the engineer who builds the railway and everything around it; the shunter who moves the wagons; the guard who sends the train off; the crossing keeper who raises and lowers the barriers; the railway dispatcher who decides whether to go right or left, through the tunnel or stop at the station; or the operator who helps to decide what is going to happen next!

A complete train world for the most imaginative toddlers! Set includes enough track for two circuits, easy-to-switch points, a motorised train with wagons, a crossing, and an overhead grain hopper. Years of fun for everyone.

2933 Train Deluxe
Set with Motor
From 3 years

Stop for a while!
2936 Station
From 2 years

Go through!
2938 Tunnel
From 2 years

Bring the circus to town!
2931 Push Locomotive
From 2 years

Go over!
2738 Play Train Bridge
From 2 years

2736 Points
Supplementary Wagon
From 2 years

Carry more!
2937
Rally
From 2 years
Will you help Mummy?

Encourage imaginative and social interaction
Little girls love role-play from their own everyday lives and they love making up games based on their own observations. They also sort out quite a bit when they play families. But very few dolls are of a size that little two-year-old hands can handle — or they look like fashion queens your little girl doesn’t exactly need to idolize yet.

Easy to dress and undress, nurse and love ...
Check out the new LEGO® DUPLO® Dolls, babies and accessories, especially crafted for small hands and big imaginations. There are four LEGO DUPLO® Dolls to choose from, any of which your child will kiss and hug, feed and nurse, praise and scold — and perhaps build a LEGO DUPLO® house for?

Sarah

1:1

Anna

Anna loves her baby and sings to her at bedtime!
2953 Anna
From 2 years

Lisa

Lisa loves milk and cookies!
2951 Lisa
From 2 years

Marie

Marie likes to be outdoors and goes for walks whenever she can!
2952 Marie
From 2 years

2954 Garden Party
From 2 years
do the dishes?

2961 Bedroom
From 2 years

2955 Sarah
From 2 years
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The Zooters are invading the house!

Acting out your fantasy world is vital
Give your child the chance to develop and act out fantasy characters that can do all those things that we can’t do in real life! Characters that fool around and misbehave, stand on the table and climb up the walls, turn into other beings and assume disguises … It will enhance your child’s creative talents and ability to express him or herself.

Children just love the ever-helpful Goozle – especially its great green grabbers that can even hold a pencil or a toothbrush! And lots of things can be stored in Goozle’s huge mouth too.
Goozle can hang by the tail in the house, in the car, in the nursery … wherever your child goes!
3263 Goozle
From 3 years.

Wazo listens to every word! A conversation, favourite tunes or wacky sounds: Wazo records everything – and then plays it back!
Wazo also loves to hang from its soft bendy arms!
3265 Wazo
From 3 years.

Tez has a very healthy appetite and likes to eat stuff like popcorn, grapes, and other treasures. Some say Tez has even been known to eat socks – but only one at a time! Hang Tez from its long bendy tongue or let it climb the refrigerator using its sticky feet.
3264 Tez
From 3 years.
Surprise!

Happy birthday, dear Eeyore!

Storytelling is great.
Storybuilding is even better!

Helping Pooh Bear and Tigger to arrange a birthday party for Eeyore is always great fun. The building plate, the many bricks, and the cute figures of the characters from the Hundred Acre Wood stimulate creativity, challenge imagination, and improve storytelling skills.

There's even an exclusive Winnie the Pooh story and activity book that encourages children to create their own stories. And — with your help — learn to tell the time, counting, colours and the seasons ...

See Tigger having fun in his treehouse down in Hundred Acre Wood as he tries to keep his balance going across the bridge to reach his friend Pooh bear.

2979 Build and Play in the Pop-up 100 Acre Wood From 2 years

2976 Acorn Adventure with Piglet From 2 years

2975 Bouncing with Tigger From 2 years

2991 Pooh and the Honeybees From 2 years

2977 Eeyore and the Little Raincloud From 2 years
Active construction play inspired by the television series!

Let your child experience Bob the Builder’s world of team work, empowerment and accomplishment through hands-on problem solving and creative play!

Bob and Wendy wash Muck and Scoop who are splattered with mud — even though Muck likes being mucky. Take Muck and Scoop apart and turn them into totally new creations. Help your child and Bob solve the next problem they face.

3276 Muck and Scoop
From 2 years.

Help Bob the Builder to make a bugle in his workshop.
3271 Bob’s Workshop
From 2 years.

Scoop and Travis are planning a race. Help Scoop clear the way to win.
3272 Scoop on the Road
From 2 years.
Bob the Builder’s new boots squeak. The sound attracts some friendly mice, but Lofty is afraid of them. Can you help Bob to find a solution?

3273 Bob, Lofty and the Mice
From 2 years.

Help Bob, Wendy and their friends build the place where they live and work.

3275 Bob’s Big Building Box
From 2 years.
Stimulate interpretation and a wide range of expression

Girls and boys need to figure out and express their experiences of a world that’s constantly expanding, and to experiment with what they pick up at home, on television, when they’re out, or on holiday. So give them the opportunity to express themselves creatively. Help them to apply their imaginations to what they see, to rewrite the plot, to interpret and renew their experience of the world about them. Give them the chance to mould new stories, new actions and interactions every single day. To learn while they play … and why not in the company of other infants, too?

The perfect place for acting out home and family experiences.
2942 Playhouse
From 3 years

A full cast for big farm stories: the farmer and his family plus all the familiar farmyard animals. A big stage for action: the farmhouse, the garden, the big tree, and lots of fencing. Share time together naming the animals and then leave your child to hours of imaginative role-play and pretending!
2699
Farm Yard and Friends
From 2 years

A simple farming scene that’s full of interesting stories.
3092 Friendly Farm
From 2 years

A fascinating place for young minds to play.
3093 Fun Playground
From 2 years

A great get-together with friends
3090 Forest Picnic
From 3 years

3088 Growing Garden
From 2 years
Let's make up our own story ...  

Cool truck, cool adventure.
3089 Adventure Trip
From 3 years

A complete world of wildlife excitement. Pure fun for young children and a valuable way to help them come to grips with new aspects of the real world. Comes with an entertaining and educational picture-only playbook.
3095 Wildlife Park
From 3 years

LEGO DUPLO
www.LEGO.com/duplo
My car's faster than yours!

Build up constructive action!

From an early age, children are mad about speed and being the fastest. So let your children indulge in a bit of trial and error. Let them figure out for themselves what's required to make "MY" car and "MY" racing track the best - and learn to use their heads and have fun with their playmates at the same time.

A simple pushbutton sends each car racing down the track as the TV camera records the action.

3085 Race Action
From 3 years

Imagine the fun your toddler can have pretending to be an action hero!

3083 Flying Action
From 2 years

Big wheels, big load, big job.

2807 Big Wheel Digger
From 2 years

Everyone depends on having enough petrol!

3091 Big Gas Truck
From 2 years

In the spotlight, the circus star.

3087 Circus Princess
From 2 years

A brave protector of the people.

2971 Action Police Bike
From 2 years
Tons of interactive fun!
With the cool interactive LEGO® MyBot, kids control the technology — not the other way around. LEGO MyBot reacts to how your child constructs the toy and how your child actually moves it. The result: child development through innovative technology and tons of fun time spent playing with up to 25 different combinations, 40 display pictures and 26 different sounds that magically change and react to the way in which LEGO MyBot is moved.

Use the Smart Bricks to add real life sounds and light effects to your LEGO MyBot.

RedAlert
Sounds a siren when there's danger

CarCraze
Makes your LEGO MyBot sound like a racing car

LightFighter
LightFighter is a cool game which involves catching LEGO MyBot in your flashlight

RoboRun
RoboRun makes your LEGO MyBot sound like a cool robot

JetOff
JetOff sounds like a fast jet aircraft

GazGuzzler
Fills your fuel tank

With the cool new LEGO MyBot Expansion Kit, you control the technology — not the other way around. The kit enables you to build loads of other great models and you also get 2 amazing new Smart Bricks with cool effects that you can use with your LEGO MyBot. And of course you can also use the LEGO MyBot Expansion Kit on its own!

2946 MyBot Expansion Kit
From 4 years

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's LEGO MyBot - the coolest toy you've ever seen! LEGO MyBot is a racer, a robot, and a jet aircraft all rolled into one, and you can program it just by attaching any of the 6 cool Smart Bricks. But watch out that it doesn't get away from you - because LEGO MyBot is as quick as a flash!

2916 MyBot
From 3 years
Let your child play with cool vehicles and discover some simple concepts of transportation and elementary engineering. By using our unique screwdriver the elements are turned into a rocket car one second, and a spaceship or even a super bike the next. LEGO® ACTION WHEELERS vehicles are amazing! And your children can play with a LEGO ACTION WHEELERS toy as roughly as they like and it won’t fall apart — unless they decide to rebuild this mega cool piece of machinery!

8 models and endless construction!

More action than you can imagine!

8 models and endless construction!
A remote control with three different infrared wavelengths!

Eight different remote control cars in one. Design and build your dream car. Infrared-controlled system allows up to three children in the same room to race each other: (And Dad, please let the children play too!)

2949 Remote Control Dozer From 4 years.
NEW FROM SEPTEMBER

The Pull Back Racer is the fastest vehicle on any motorway! Just activate the special Pull Back motor and watch the Racer thunder away! Vroooom! You can also attach a whole range of cool stickers! 2947 Pull Back Racer From 4 years

Ready! Steady! GO!!! This red lightning is just totally awesome on the racetrack! You can activate an element with light and two sounds to make your racer even more mega cool! 2912 Racing Car From 4 years.

2904 Motorbike From 4 years
2913 Construction From 4 years
2909 Helicopter From 4 years
ALL THE FUN IN THE WORLD!

Just think if there were no end to what you could play: a fireman one day, an astronaut the next — invent your own stories or perform your own play — groom horses or go skiing — drive a racing car or score a brilliant goal — joust with brave knights or run away from ferocious dinosaurs — fly to Mars or fly on a broomstick — design crazy sceneries or zany cars — take part in a Star Wars™ movie or direct your own Jurassic Park™ film!

But there is no end with LEGO® toys — so go for it! It’s Your World, Your Rules — Just Imagine ...
LEGO creator

The start of a never-ending story ...

Let your kids’ imagination run wild with LEGO® Creator sets – always a new toy to build and a new game to play. The Big Nana set comes with an inspirational video, and there is an idea booklet with stories about Max and Tina in every set.

Just wait – in no time at all your little creator will be making the most amazing things!

Invent anything ...

Play and learn!

34

Inspirational video included

4177 Building Stories with NaNa Bird
From 4 years

4176 The Race of the Year
From 4 years
Create and play!

Max and Tina start the fun!

Idea booklet with every set

90 ideas

Max & Tina’s Idea Book

4119 Regular & Transparent Bricks From 4 years

4175 Adventures with Max & Tina From 4 years

4174 Max Goes Flying From 4 years

4173 Max’s Pit Stop From 4 years

4172 Tina’s House From 4 years

4171 Spot & Friends From 4 years

LEGO.com
JACK STONE MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Prepare to be amazed by Jack Stone. When he meets a problem or people who are in danger, he always finds a solution. Jack Stone is a master at changing whatever is nearby into something really useful and his ideas are as wild as your dreams. So when in doubt shout "CAN DO – WILL DO" and Jack Stone will be there with you, until the job is not just done, but

Can do, will do ...

... done!

4604 Police Copter
From 4 years.

4611 Police HQ
From 4 years.
Every model comes with a comic ...!
The building is on fire!!!

Jack Stone can transform this unit into whatever construction it takes to save people and put out the fire.
Successful building and role-play for four years-olds!

The Jack Stone models are ideal for children from four years of age. They're extremely sturdy and built with few elements. Each set allows kids to build several models and all elements are compatible with traditional LEGO® bricks.

ALL NEW
FROM AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

4607 Copter Transport
From 4 years.

4606 Aqua Res-Q Transport
From 4 years.

4610 Aqua Res-Q
Super Station
From 4 years.
And how are you today, my little beauty?

Oh, I just love your homemade cakes, Princess Vanilla.

I think I'll bring some of my roses to Vanilla's party!

Tralalala...

5833 Rosita's Wonderful Stable
From 4 years

5834 The Enchanted Garden
From 4 years

5808 The Fairytale Palace
From 7 years

5824 Little fairy with cottage and garden
From 5 years

5826 The Queen's Chamber
From 6 years
Several of the princesses come with magic butterflies – cute hairgrips to put in your hair.

Welcome to my party!

Let your little princess create her own fairytale

Meet the LEGO BELVILLE princesses. Your children will spend hours playing with them, acting and chatting – arranging and rearranging the scenery and the props. And then dream up versions of fairytale you’ve read aloud to them, or they’ve seen on TV.

Get to know the princesses!
Character booklets come with princesses Flora, Elena, Vanilla and Rosita – and a story booklet with the Enchanted Garden set. Just to get the playing started!

Princess Flora adores flowers. She lives with Elena in their Enchanted Garden.

Princess Elena loves to sing. She lives with Flora in their Enchanted Garden.

Princess Vanilla loves to invite you and the other princesses for tea – and she has cups for everyone.

Princess Rosita likes talking to animals – especially the ones in her Dream Stable.

5832 Vanilla's Magic Tea Party
From 4 years

Princess Flora adores flowers. She lives with Elena in their Enchanted Garden.

5831 Adventurous Puppy
From 4 years

Princess Elena loves to sing. She lives with Flora in their Enchanted Garden.

5823 The Fairy Bedroom
From 5 years

Princess Vanilla loves to invite you and the other princesses for tea – and she has cups for everyone.

5827 The Royal Coach
From 6 years

Princess Rosita likes talking to animals – especially the ones in her Dream Stable.

5825 Fairy Queen's Magical Place
From 6 years

5805 Princess Rosaline's Turret Room
From 6 years
Hi, I'm Emma

Here I am with my Mum and Dad, dog Sita and my baby brother Thomas.

Come for lunch at Emma's house....

We live in a big house which my Mum loves to decorate.

Sometimes we all go for a picnic...

Build a home just the way you want and play happy families in your very own LEGO Scala house. You can cook, put baby Thomas to bed, or let him play in the sandpit in the garden.

3149 Happy Home From 6 years

3152 Playroom for Baby Thomas From 5 years

NEW FROM SEPTEMBER

3121 Summer Day Out From 4 years.
My friend Carla is a great skier — let's join her!

Perhaps you want to go skiing?

Or how about trying skateboarding with Marie?

She's a champ at snowboarding, too!

Let's have some coffee.

3148 Carla and the Bear Cubs
From 5 years

3122 1, 2, 3 ... Marie
From 4 years.

3123 Emma's Chill-out Kitchen
From 5 years.

3151 Emma on the Move
From 5 years

3159 Celebration
From 5 years

3155 Olivia in smooth dress
From 5 years

3157 Cool Wear for Girls
From 5 years

3156 Hot Wear for Women
From 5 years

3158 Christian in tough wear
From 5 years
LEGO Scala

I'm crazy about horses. My favourite horse is Indie - I get to groom her every day. And sometimes I ride her, too.

Last summer I went to a riding camp. Really cool!

Would you like to join me riding, too?

Wish I could have my own horse some day...

NEW
FROM SEPTEMBER

3124 Indie's Stable
From 5 years.

3143 Ridin' Camp Out
From 5 years

3144 Wilderness
Waterstop
From 5 years

3150 Puppy Playground
From 5 years

LEGO Software

See pages 94-95.
CREATE MAGIC WITH HARRY, RON AND HERMIONE!

ALL NEW
FROM OCTOBER

4721
Hogwarts Classrooms
From 6 years.

4722
Gryffindor
From 6 years.

4723
Diagon Alley Shops
From 6 years.

See pages 56-59 for more Harry Potter™
Build and play with Mickey!

Enjoying moments of success while playing encourages children to take on new challenges. And the LEGO® sets featuring Mickey Mouse and his pals offer just that. These colourful sets are created specifically for fast, fun and simple building: three things perfectly suited to Mickey's many young friends.

Fix cars ...

Put out fires ...

Build & rebuild ...

Celebrate Minnie's birthday ...

Or go fishing!

4167 Mickey's Mansion From 4 years
4167 Mickey's Fishing Trip From 4 years
4178 Mickey's Garage From 4 years
4165 Minnie's Birthday Party From 4 years
4166 Mickey's Fire Engine From 4 years

© Disney
COME QUICKLY!
WE NEED YOUR HELP!

There is always a bridge to repair or a road to mend in LEGO® City.
LEGO RACERS

RACE, CRASH ...

AND

snake

A cunning driver, who's not afraid of taking risks. He strikes mercilessly whenever he has the chance.

NEW FROM JULY

pulse

A real champion. He can spot the smallest gaps, and goes for them every time.

NEW FROM JULY

rip

A true go-getter. Great when taking corners, he's willing to stake everything on winning.

NEW FROM JULY

duster

A determined fighter. Drives well in foggy, dusty and other extreme conditions. He never loses sight of victory.

NEW FROM JULY

THE NEW DRIVERS

4577 Snake From 4 years.
4574 Rip From 4 years.
4575 Pulse From 4 years.
4576 Duster From 4 years.
4579 Freeze - Chill From 6 years.
FLY!

freeze

A cool daredevil. A real winner on snow and ice. He's always in complete control of his car when it skids.

Whoops!

You have to fly off the ramp as accurately as possible or you'll be trapped by the net. Wow! That was a close call! But hey - did you knock the pins down in the goal? Choose Chill or Freeze as your vehicle - but just make sure you win!

chill

A driver who loves the snow. His favourite weather condition is a blizzard. A sure bet in low visibility.

Do battle with your friends - and see who has the most fun! It's a laugh a minute as you hurtle into the wall in your racer - and get shot out of your seat at full speed!

NEW
FROM SEPTEMBER

4570 Shredd
From 4 years

4571 Spiky
From 4 years

4572 Scratch
From 4 years

4573 Lightor
From 4 years

4566 Gear
From 4 years

4567 Surfer
From 4 years

4568 Loopin
From 4 years

4569 Warrior
From 4 years

LEGO.com

www.LEGO.com/racers
TRY THE GREATEST THRILL ON FOUR WHEELS!

You have to be tough to cross all the obstacles. But don't worry—your cars have big wheels and special suspension, and the mechanics' truck will come at once if you get into a fix! 6617 Truck Rally From 7 years

A fierce little racer that spouts flames! 6519 Turbo Tiger From 6 years

A cool Buggy with ribbed tyres—a true ramp expert! 6602 Scorpion Buggy From 7 years

LEGO® Software

Construct the ultimate cool stunt course and stunt cars on your PC or Game Boy Color, and then have fun testing your driving skills in crazy LEGO® Race cars.

See pages: 94-95
Wanna be the conductor on your own train?

LEGO TRAINS

4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator
From 7 years.

4561 Fast Passenger Train Set
From 7 years.

4519 Rail Crossing
Ages 7+

4515 Straight Rails (8)
7+

4520 Curved Rails (8)
7+

4531 Manual Points
7+

4565 Goods Train Set
From 8 years.

Goods trains are really fun to run—especially when they're overloaded!

LEGO.COM
www.LEGO.com/trains
www.LEGO.com/race
www.LEGO.com/createnrace

LEGO SOFTWARE
Construct a fun train set on your PC.
See pages 94-95.

LEGO LOCO

Build yourself a central station with ticket office and everything!
4556 Train Station
From 7 years.
USE ANY TRICK TO DESTROY
EVIL OGELE'S MEAN
DOOM MACHINE!

Save the world!

TeeVee, we'll need a sub.

No sweat! I can turn a cruiser into a sub-jet.

Okay agents! Let's out-smart that villain...
High-tech manufacturing site for Thought-Control Orbs. From his rocket ship, Ogel can scatter the Orbs and complete his mission of taking over the world. Will he succeed? It's all up to you! 6776 Ogel Control Centre From 8 years

Hee-hee... Soon I'll be master of the world!

6774 Alpha Team ATV From 7 years
6775 Alpha Team Bomb Squad From 7 years
"Got the guts to join our expedition?"

Send out your scouts to look for ice meteors!
6586 Polar Scout
From 6 years

Your scientific centre where you can study all your strange polar findings and send out brave men on dangerous missions.
6575 Polar Base
From 8 years

Get the experts out and get that winch rolling!
6520 Mobile Outpost
From 7 years

For quick action.
6577 Race Snow Scooter
From 6 years

For longer expeditions you need a vehicle with a snow plough - and a buggy to collect ice meteors.
6573 Arctic Expedition
From 7 years

Rapid transport - but beware of violent arctic storms!
6579 Ice Surfer
From 6 years
Play the game – just like the pros!

Cover Zidane!

World Champion 1998
European Champion 2000
FIFA World Player 1998 & 2000

3402 Grandstand From 6 years
3403 Grandstand with Scoreboard From 6 years

3404-3407 Team Bus From 6 years

3410 Accessory Football Set 6+

3401 Kicker Box From 6 years
3408 Super Sport Coverage From 7 years

Use the width of the pitch. Let the ball do the work. Use your team-mates. And shoot so hard that the net positively billows. YIPPIE! Goal!!!!

3409 Championship Challenge From 7 years

Train your shooting skills! Make sure you net the ball every time!!

Visit LEGO.com/football for more information and activities.
Enter the world of Harry Potter™ and build your own magic adventures with LEGO® bricks and your imagination. You can hop on to the Hogwarts™ Express at Platform Nine and Three-Quarters, meet Ron and Hermione - enter your own Hogwarts™ Castle. Design it any way you want it - change it with a Poff!!!
RAFT AND WIZARDRY!

Will you end up in Gryffindor or Slytherin?

Follow Hermione, Harry and Ron when they join Hagrid in the boat across the lake...

4707 Hagrid’s Hut From 7 years.

4708 Hogwarts Express From 8 years.

In which house will Harry end up? Will it be good Gryffindor or sinister Slytherin? Spin and find out!

4701 Sorting Hat From 6 years.
Don’t forget to put on your invisibility cloak before you enter the forbidden corridor!
You have to cope with Fluffy, the trap plant, the winged keys, and so much more to get to the Philosopher’s Stone.

Join Harry as he enters the forbidden corridor...

This is it! Who will get the Philosopher’s Stone… Professor Quirrell or Harry Potter? Only the mirror can tell… with a little help from you!

4706 Forbidden Corridor From 7 years.
4702 The Final Challenge From 6 years.
4704 The Chamber of the Winged Keys From 7 years.
Opher's Stone?

Help Harry catch the winged key...

Or assist Harry in the final challenge against professor Quirrel!

Collect Harry Potter's Universe!
LEGO Knights' Kingdom

HELP KING LEO FIGHT
CEDRIC THE BULL

Never Cedric, you villain!

Surrender, King Leo!

6032 Catapult Crusher
From 6 years

6096 Bull's Attack
From 7 years

6026 King Leo
From 6 years

6095 Royal Joust
From 7 years

6094 Guarded Treasury
From 6 years

6098 King's Castle
From 8 years

See pages 94-95.
Grrrrr Vrrrauu

Your research station has all the equipment you need for your dino missions. And if Sam attacks your research station, don't worry - there are loads of cunning traps with which to catch him out! 5987 Dino Research Compound From 8 years

GO GET HIM T-REX!

Fly across Dinoland and film it with your camera. It's up to you to save the dinos! 5935 Island Hopper From 7 years

UH-OH! I'm out of here!

Shhh - fly silently in your glider when you're tracking dinos. 5921 Research Glider From 6 years

Hey! You're on the track of the dinos. You just need to move deeper into the forest. 5934 Track Master From 6 years

Hurry to the coast in your dino ship 5975 T-Rex Transport From 7 years

5955 All Terrain Trapper From 7 years

LEGO.COM
www.LEGO.com/castle
www.LEGO.com/adventurers
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Taller than a two-story building, this huge predator struck fear in its prey with its razor-sharp teeth and massive appetite! You can make even more of your favourites with this set — includes extra building instructions for Ouranosaurus, Spinosaurus and Parasaurolophus.

Mosasaurus
The world has perhaps never seen a predator larger than the Mosasaurus! The size of a small freighter, this ruler of the open seas feared absolutely nothing. Turn the giant Mosasaurus into three other distinctive and attractive dinosaur models — the set includes extra building instructions for Iguanodon, Postosuchus and Dimetrodon.

THE DINOSAURS ARE BACK!

7000 Baby Ankylosaurus
From 6 years.

7001 Baby Iguanodon
From 6 years.

7002 Baby Brachiosaurus
From 6 years.

7003 Baby Dimetrodon
From 6 years.

6720 Tyrannosaurus Rex
From 5 years.
Brachiosaurus
This giant of the past was so tall it could graze the treetops of prehistoric forests. Explore the spectacular alternatives in this set – includes extra building instructions for Plateosaurus, Diplodocus and Plesiosaurus.

Camarasaurus

Centrosaurus

Triceratops

Styracosaurus
The spikes and horn of the Styracosaurus formed an almost impenetrable defence against predators. The contents of the set can be used to make other dinosaur favourites – includes extra building instructions for Camarasaurus, Centrosaurus and Triceratops.

ALL NEW
FROM JUNE

4 DINOS IN ONE!
APPLIES ONLY TO THE BIG DINO MODELS

6719 Brachiosaurus
From 5 years.

6721 Mosasaurus
From 5 years.

6722 Styracosaurus
From 5 years.

LEGO.COM
www.LEGO.com/dinosaurs
Now you too can be a director!

With the LEGO® & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set, you'll direct real movies from start to finish — YOU write the script, cast the actors, and design the sets for whatever kind of film you want: breathtaking action thrills, an earthquake scene, or a romantic adventure featuring knights on white horses and damsels in distress? Let your imagination run wild! You shoot your movie using the ingenious LEGO PC Camera, which then transfers your footage to your PC so you can make your final cut. Ready to roll?

Action!

AAARGH, we're surrounded by dangerous dinosaurs!

1349 LEGO & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set
From 8 years
Jurassic Park™ III is a trademark and copyright of Universal Studios and Amblin Entertainment, Inc. Licensed by Universal Studios licensing, Inc. All rights reserved. Universal Studios Consumer Products Group is a proud sponsor of dinosaur research.

LEGO.COM

www.LEGO.com/studios

Cut to www.LEGO.com/studios. For a great source of inspiration for your movies, check out the Web. You can also submit your work to the LEGO STUDIO MOVIE AWARDS and win a range of great awards!

www.jurassicpark.com

1370 Raptor Rumble Studio
From 7 years.

1371 Spinosaurus Attack Studio
From 7 years.
CREATE REAL MOVIES USING YOUR COMPUTER!

**LEGO STUDIOS**

1356 Stuntman Catapult
From 6 years

1355 Temple of Gloom
From 6 years

1353 Car Stunt Studio
From 7 years

Showtime!
Now ask your friends over for the premiere or send them your movie via e-mail!
1. **Build it!**
   - Build a fantastic film studio of LEGO® bricks and think up a story.

2. **Film it!**
   - Shoot it with your PC Camera.

3. **Edit it!**
   - ... and edit your movie on your computer. Add sound effects, text, and music!

---

More action, guys! Let's do another take!

Shoot a breathtaking car chase against the moving backdrop!
Or create a movie with any of your other LEGO bricks!

---

**LEGO.com**
www.LEGO.com/studios

---

1352 Explosion Studio
From 7 years

1354 Dino Head Attack
From 7 years

1351 Moving Backdrop Studio
From 8 years
EXPLORATION MARS!

Imagine you just crash landed on Mars. Suddenly you run into the mysterious Martians! What would you do?

Wow, what's going on here?
Squeeze the air cushion and see the Martians fly through the tubes!

7313 Red Planet Protector
From 7 years

7317 Aero Tube Hangar
From 8 years

7316 Excavation Searcher
From 8 years

7311 Red Planet Cruiser
From 7 years

7314 Recon-Mech RP
From 7 years

LEGO.COM
www.LEGO.com/mars

Check out this Web site, where you can take part in amazing space contests!
CREATE YOUR OWN PODRACE!

7171 Mos Espa Podrace™
From 8 years

7186 Watto's™ Junkyard
From 7 years

7159 Star Wars™ Podracing™
- bucket
From 5 years

© 2001 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.
HAN D S- ON, M I N D S- O N F U N

Kick-start those little grey cells and invent cool sci-fi worlds where you decide what is to happen — or not happen. Or build awesome vehicles which you can control by using some amazing technical refinements. Take on your friends, and battle it out to see who is top dog. Or link up to a computer and program your own robotic inventions to obey your every command!

Just try for yourself: That LEGO® stuff is a non-stop challenge!
In the time before time, the island of Mata Nui was a paradise to behold. Many great beasts, known as Rahi, worked in harmony with the villagers. Then Makuta came and cast a dark shadow across the land. Makuta brought a great hunger to the Rahi, a hunger for the sacred Kanohi masks. And the islanders made stone carvings to warn of these awesome beasts.

In these dark times Rahi challenge Toa without respect, and Rahi will challenge even their own kind, such is their hunger. Muaka, the great cat, prowls plain and jungle, hungry for masks. Nui-Rama fly in ruthless swarms hunting Kanohi. Nui-Jaga lie behind every boulder, ready to stun. Finally, there are stories of massed legions, deep in caves and tunnels, of the most fearsome beast of all, the Manas.

These mighty Rahi must be freed from their masks, so that the Toa may complete their quest and restore the light of Mata Nui.

BIONICLE – Find the Power.
Giant mosquito-like creatures that battle the Toa. Push the levers and the buzzing wings flip forward to dislodge the mask of an enemy. Two Nui-Rama in each set. Build the two together and create an even bigger beast.

8537 Nui-Rama
From 9 years.

Sworn enemies of the Toa, these bad-tempered giant crabs are always fighting each other as well. Use the remote control to get your crab into the best fight position, and then use its huge claw to tear off your opponent’s mask! Two crabs and two control units in each set. Build the two together and you will have an even bigger beast.

8539 Manas
From 9 years.

These huge, terrifying beasts obey Makuta’s every command. But they can also fall out with one another: squeeze Muaka and his head extends and can knock off Kane-ra’s mask. Two figures in each set – plus two infected masks. Build the two together and create an even bigger beast.

8538 Muaka & Kane-ra
From 9 years.

Some of Makuta’s most feared servants. Scorpion-like creatures with a powerful stinger. Pull the trigger and the tail strikes out to tear off an enemy’s mask. Two Nui-Jaga in each set. Build the two together and create an even bigger beast.

8548 Nui-Jaga
From 9 years.

These lizard-like creatures hide out in the swamps and attack any Toa foolish enough to pass through this murky area. Press the levers on a Tarakava and the powerful boxing arms will knock off its opponent’s mask. Two Tarakava in each set. Build the two together and create an even bigger beast.

8549 Tarakava
From 9 years.
The Six Turaga Priests

The villagers of Mata Nui are much indebted to their priests, the Turaga. These priests are also known as the Keepers of the Legend.

The wisdom of the Turaga is vital to the Toa in their search for the masks they need to free the island of the evil Makuta.

LEWA

POHATU

GALI

Find the Masks of Power!

To fulfill the Legend, each of the Toa must find the six Great Masks of Power. Each mask empowers the Toa with great strength and special abilities. Locate all 72 Noble and Great Masks—and keep a special eye out for additional, rare masks which bestow special capabilities on the wearer!
LEGO TECHNIC

SPEED SLAMMERS

If action is all you are interested in, the super cool Turbo Slammer is so fast that practically nobody else can keep up. 8242 Turbo Slammer From 8 years

The Slammer Dragster is a lean, dream machine, designed for maximum speed. See how far you can get it across the ramp! 8238 Slammer Dragsters From 8 years

The megacool Bike Burner can be driven by the Slammers that come with 8237, 8238, 8240 and 8242. 8236 Bike Burner From 7 years

The Slammer Dragster is a lean, dream machine, designed for maximum speed. See how far you can get it across the ramp! 8238 Slammer Dragsters From 8 years

The megacool Bike Burner can be driven by the Slammers that come with 8237, 8238, 8240 and 8242. 8236 Bike Burner From 7 years
5-4-3-2-1 SLAM

LEGO.com
www.LEGO.com/speedslammers
www.LEGO.com/createnrace

8240 Slammer Stunt Bike
From 7 years

Ever wonder how fast your coolest creations can go? This speed computer will measure its top speed in mph or kph, distance, and time. Can be mounted onto any design that incorporates a cross axle through the wheels: 8240, 8242, 8237, 8238, 8279 and 8457.

5206 Speed Computer
From 7 years

8237 Slammer Racer
From 8 years
LEGO TECHNIC

WHO IS BEST?

You need to be completely ready if you’re to win in a Battle Car competition. If your mind wanders for a split second the consequences could be dangerous – you might be fired high into the air by the catapult seat! Compete with one of your friends.

8241 Battle cars
From 7 years

8307 Turbo Racer
From 7 years

You’re driving a super-fast Turbo Racer with a mighty motor. Try to outmanoeuvre your opponents with your driving skills - and shoot or grab to win the 3 different games!

It’s great fun competing against your friends. Are you up to the challenge?

Two opponents. Two amazingly vicious duelling bikes. One duel and only one winner! Hit your opponent on the target and send him flying out of his cockpit! 3 different duels. Awesome!

8305 Duel Bikes
From 8 years
See the Silver Champion in action! Formula 1’s most amazing and realistic thunderer whizzes across the asphalt leaving the rest of the field trailing. It's 65 cm long and built like the real ones.

You can transform it into a cool Silver Truck, too — and there is more building instructions and other cool stuff for you on the Internet!

8458 Silver Champion.
From 11 years + Expert

Are you up to alternative racing? Then build a super Silver Truck instead.

MAKE THE RACE

65 cm

What do you get if you combine a V6-engine, an advanced steering system, a robust chassis, a cockpit that opens pneumatically, and four 22” tyres? The ultimate Formula 1 car, of course! There are loads of design possibilities here.

8445 Formula 1
From 10 years

www.LEGO.com/silverchampion
www.LEGO.com/duelbikes
www.LEGO.com/turboracer
www.LEGO.com/createnrace

Building instructions for the Street Sensation, Web games, and cool screen savers for your PC.
LEGO TECHNIC

European Champions 2000

POWER PULLER

The NEW Power Puller includes a figure and an electric motor, so it can pull the sled - just like the real Team Fox Power Puller. Customise it by building different motor set-ups: 5 x V4, 3 x V6 and 2 x V8.

The Power Puller comes with a VIDEO showing the real Power Pullers in action!

8457 Power Puller + MOTOR + VIDEO
From 9 years
HORSE POWER DUEL

X-treme sport is tough sport. Your Power Puller has to haul a whole lotta weight, and your offroader will have to climb near-vertical slopes!

This 4-wheel-drive buggy with integrated motor and battery box will go almost anywhere! Even 45-degree slopes are no obstacle! And the phenomenal module system enables you to transform the buggy into other wild off-roads!

8279 4WD X-Track
From 9 years

POWER PACKS

Get even more out of your LEGO® models: extra tyres, styling parts, pneumatics and a fantastic motor set so you can create your own hot vehicles!

Wheels turn and engines run when you add this more powerful 9 volt motor to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, 4 wheels, battery box, rubber belts and bricks.

8735 Motor Set, 9 volt
From 7 years

5218 Pneumatic Pack
From 9 years

5222 Chassis Pack
From 8 years

5220 Styling Pack
From 7 years

5219 Wheel Pack
From 7 years

5223 Wind-up Motor
From 7 years

8300 Figure Box
From 7 years

Only available on the Internet!

Visit www.LEGO.com/powerpuller and play the Power Puller game.
This advanced and sporty, two-seater offroader features metallic-look body parts and hydraulically operated wing doors. Thanks to a specially designed steering device on the roof, the offroader is easy to manoeuvre. Its big wheels benefit from independent suspension, and the six-gear transmission (five forward and one reverse) makes this offroader a real must.

8466 4x4 Offroader
From 10 years.

- Metallic-looking design parts
- Independent suspension on all four wheels
- V8-engine with pistons that actually move!
- Full control from the roof
- Hydraulically operated wing doors
OFFROAD RACER

220 kph through the desert and on all kinds of surfaces takes some driving — and some vehicle! But don’t worry; these incredibly robust offroaders are equipped to take on even the most extreme challenges.

An offroad buggy designed for hill and mountain racing, the Extreme Offroader is equipped with a winch for pulling yourself out of trouble. Superbly designed with a metallic look and independent suspension. The front-wheel steering on the Extreme Offroader is controlled either by the steering wheel or from a specially designed steering device on the roof.

8465 Extreme Offroader
From 9 years.

Fit the winch up front or on the rear axle
Steer with the smart device on the roof or use the steering wheel
State-of-the-art suspension
When the stormtrooper or an element hits C-3PO in the stomach, his arms and head fall off - but since they are easy to put on again, C-3PO can soon resume his tasks.

8007 C-3PO™
From 9 years

The stormtrooper is ready for action! You can aim and shoot his blaster - and if C-3PO is the target, the droid's arms and head fall off.

8008 Stormtrooper™
From 9 years

Own your own destroyer droid. This machine moves into position in an armoured "wheel" configuration and unfolds to become a weapons platform. Even Jedi Knights fear the destroyer droids!

8002 Destroyer Droid™
From 11 years

Make quick repairs with a pit droid. When your Podracer needs repairs, you'd better hope you've got a pit droid to help you out! They're quick and strong - and great at fast repairs. They curl up when they're not needed.

8000 Pit Droid™
From 8 years

They're not human - so they know no fear! When battle droids swarm, all lifeforms run for their lives! These foot soldiers of the Trade Federation army fold up for transport... and unfold for battle!

8001 Battle Droid™
From 9 years
Unleash the power of the dark side! Build and program your own Star Wars™ robots, from the destroyer droid, rolling forward to the attack, to the mighty AT-AT walker which crushes anything in its path! The set features three distinct levels of building difficulty: Sith™ Apprentice, Sith Lord™, and Sith Master™.

9754 Dark Side™ Developer Kit
From 9 years

Microcomputer included in each set

Create familiar Star Wars™ droids like R2-D2™ or the Battle Droid™, or use the Force to create hundreds of your own Star Wars™ inspired inventions. Featuring three levels of building difficulty for more challenges: Jedi™ Apprentice, Jedi Knight™, and Jedi Master™.

9748 Droid™ Developer Kit
From 9 years

Micro Scout
The Micro Scout is a powerful LEGO® Microcomputer that functions as the brain in your MINDSTORMS™ Star Wars™ creations. Use the built-in light sensor, motor, and seven pre-set behaviours to program your robots into action!
LEGO MINDSTORMS

Create robots you can bring to life and control!

Command your own models!
Imagine a funky robot that can find its way around your room, do your homework or acts as a burglar alarm? Anything’s possible as long as you have the Robotics Invention System, a PC, and a vivid imagination.

NEW 3804 Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.

1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX™ microcomputer with some or all of the 700+ LEGO® elements, motors, touch sensors, and light sensor that make up the Robotics Invention System set. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic invention.
2. PROGRAM

Use your PC, the Robotics Invention System 2.0 software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour. The new, easier-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up and running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN

Activate your robot and it takes on a life of its own!

Visit LEGOLAND!

Explore whole squadrons of amazing robots in the MINDSTORMS WORKSHOP at the LEGO® parks in Denmark, England, the United States and Germany (opens 2002)!

ONLY AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET
Robotics Invention System 2.0 Upgrade Kit

With the new CD ROM you can upgrade your set to do all the cool things you can do with the Robotics Invention System 2.0. Includes 6 new Pro Challenges that enables you to build advanced robots. New RCX Code with a lot of expanded programming features allows you to take your robotics inventions even further.
CREATE AMAZING ROBOTS THAT SEE!

Vision command is an awesome video camera that can be programmed to respond to movement, colour, and light. Use it for everything from a surveillance camera to a music synthesizer — or send video e-mails to your friends!

The enclosed CD-ROM has loads of brilliant ideas for you. And if you’ve got a Robotics Invention System, you can even create robots that see!

IT’S SO EASY:
1. Use the LEGO® MINDSTORMS™ visual programming system to program your PC to react to what your camera sees by playing a sound, recording a video, or taking pictures. You can even control your own robot!
2. Set your camera to detect changes in motion, colour or light.
3. Press RUN and watch your camera take control!
ULTIMATE BUILDERS SET
Available in the shops
Combined with your Robotics Inventions System this is a cool set with loads of possibilities. Use the CD-ROM, the additional motor, the awesome turntables, and 300 other LEGO elements to come up with new, more challenging robots. And don’t forget to visit the special Master Builder’s community at www.legomindstorms.com!
3800 Ultimate Builders Set
From 12 years

EXPLORATION MARS
Check out what is on and beneath the surface of the Red Planet!
Using the Exploration Mars and the Robotics Invention System you can despatch your robots on the most hair-raising Mars expeditions. The box contains 156 LEGO elements, and a CD-ROM to guide you across the dramatic Martian landscapes.
9736 Exploration Mars
From 12 years

GET EVEN MORE OUT OF YOUR ROBOTICS INVENTION SYSTEM WITH ULTIMATE ACCESSORY SET
Do you need an extra sensor, a light, or another widget in order to build the robot of your dreams? With the Ultimate Accessory Set you can make your fab inventions even better and even better designed. The box includes 2 sensors, a LEGO Lamp, extra building parts, a LEGO Remote Control, and ideas for new, even crazier inventions!
3801 Ultimate Accessory Set
From 9 years
EXPLORE the WILD WORLD of LEGO® SOFTWARE

LEGO® Software has loads of exciting titles for PC CD-ROM and console platforms that set whole new standards for constructive and imaginative virtual playing. LEGO Software fires your imagination, challenges your creativity, expands your sense of discovery and adds an even richer experience to LEGO play!

Action, role-play, adventure, constructiveness and playful learning: the fantastic LEGO Software range offers fun and inspiration for everyone in the family!

NEW

LEGO Island 2
THE BRICKSTER’S REVENGE

Action packed with more wild racing, chasing, island hopping adventure. You’ll drive, skydive, scuba-dive and plane ride in exciting new LEGO worlds. Now greater skill and nerve are required!
LEGO Island 2 – The Brickster’s Revenge
From 6 years.

NEW

From SEPTEMBER

LEGO BIONICLE

An exciting all-action adventure on the tropical island of Mata Nui. Use your skill and intelligence to help six mythical robots summoned by tribesmen, free the island from the evil Makuta. Includes two thrilling games.
LEGO BIONICLE
From 8 years.

LEGO Racers
From 6 years

LEGO Rock Raiders
From 6 years

MASTERPIECE

The highly acclaimed software collection that stimulates creativity and imagination at a smart price!

Speed through LEGO worlds in your own constructible LEGO car.
LEGO Racers
From 6 years.

3D strategy action in a mysterious underground world.
LEGO Rock Raiders
From 6 years.

The LEGO Masterpiece Range is subject to availability.
Rocket Racer is back, in an exciting "build 'n' race" adventure game. Construct your own LEGO car, then zoom through five cool LEGO worlds to become galactic racing champion.
LEGO Racers 2
From 6 years.

Command your own elite team in a covert operation to stop the fiendish Ogil from using his mind-control devices to take over the world.
LEGO Alpha Team
From 8 years.

Construct the ultimate cool stunt course and stunt cars on your PC or Game Boy Color, and then have fun testing your driving skills in crazy LEGO Race cars.
LEGO Stunt Rally
From 8 years.

Discover a new way of learning, tailored to your child’s individual needs, which build the foundations for creative learning, in these two delightful CD-ROM titles. "At the moment this is definitely the Best for the youngest in the market." Thomas Feibel’s Big Children’s Software Guide 2001.
LEGO My World
From 3 years.

HARRY POTTER, characters, names and all related indicia are trademarks of and © Warner Bros.
Don’t miss a visit to a LEGOLAND® Park if you have the chance. No other theme park offers such an intriguing variety of hands-on and minds-on experiences for kids of all ages. It’s more than fun — it’s a full day of creativity!
Have you checked out all the other genuine LEGO® stuff?
Did you know that you can also find comfortable, practical and cool LEGO® Wear for active kids of all ages? Spectacular wrist-watches and alarm clocks from LEGO Time? And robust school bags, holdalls and kit bags in all kinds of colours, sizes and designs from LEGO Cargo? They can all be mixed and matched in endless ways, put up with the most incredible treatment, and be handed on from child to child - just like the rest of your LEGO collection!

For further info call:
LEGO Wear:
+44 (0)1749 677 044
LEGO Cargo:
+44 (0)1749 677 044
LEGO watches and clocks:
+44 (0)1661 823 282

The coolest LEGO bags!
And they're not just cool to look at - they're also ready for anything. The bags have been weatherproofed, and are specially toughened to withstand the most brutal treatment. It goes without saying that no PVCs are used in the manufacture. In fact, traditional LEGO quality through and through!
WHAT IS FUTEBOL DE SALÃO?

The game of Futebol de Salão is a great way for children to have fun whilst at the same time developing their football skills. The small, heavy ball used in the game does not bounce allowing all children to get involved in the game. It is the game that helped Brazilian players such as Pele, Ronaldo and Rivaldo to master their skills.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The game of Futebol de Salão is played at over 200 Brazilian Soccer schools throughout the UK & Ireland where children come to practice their skills in a fun, safe and friendly atmosphere.

WHERE DOES IT TAKE PLACE?

For details of your nearest Brazilian Soccer School please visit www.icfds.com or call on 0113 286 1222.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED IN THE SKILLS BADGE SCHEME

The 5-level awards scheme is launching in September 2001 and has been designed to give children of all ages and abilities the chance to develop their skills whilst also giving teachers and parents support and help to coach these skills. Please ask your teacher to enrol for the scheme or visit www.icfds.com for further details.

NSPCC

official sponsor of UK Confederation of Futebol de Salão